
 Syllabus:     Zoology     Biology 
 Session     3:     Tuesdays     1:30-3:00 

 Educator:     Jenni     Buchanan,  jenni@onesparkacademy.com 

 Description:  In     this     class,     students     will     learn     about     animal     biology     through     the     study     and     dissection     of     different 
 animal     specimens.     They     will     learn     about     the     scientific     process,     how     to     keep     a     lab     notebook,     as     well     as     proper 
 lab     etiquette,     and     how     to     use     and     care     for     dissection     tools. 

 Materials     Needed: 
 Composition     Notebook     with     Quadrille     (Graph)     paper     to     serve     as     the     student’s  Lab     Notebook  . 
 Folder     with     pockets     dedicated     to     this     class     only.     We     will     have     a     lot     of     materials     and     handouts     students 
 will     need     to     keep     track     of     and     refer     back     to. 
 Blue     and/or     black     pen. 
 Colored     pencils     for     diagrams     and     labeling  (not     required,     but     these     can     be     helpful     and     fun). 

 Expectations: 
 *     As     this     is     a     hands-on     lab     dissection     class,  students     will     need     to     be     in     attendance     in     order     to     get     credit  .  (If 
 an     absence     cannot     be     avoided     the     student     can     arrange     to     do     the     lab     with     me     during     a     study     session.) 
 *     Students     will     keep     a  Lab     Notebook  that     will     count     for     30%     of     their     grade.     This     will     be     for     taking     notes, 
 drawing     diagrams,     recording     procedures,     and     making     observations.     They     will     need     to  bring     their     Lab 
 Notebooks     with     them     to     every     class  . 
 *     Students     can     expect  about     30     minutes     per     week     of     reading     and     notebook     homework  to     prepare     for     the 
 upcoming     lesson     and     dissection. 
 *     Each     student     will     have     their     own     dissection     kit  (complete     with     dissection     tray,     scalpels,     tweezers,     scissors, 
 pins,     and     more)  to     use     each     week.  It     is     each     student’s     responsibility     to     keep     their     dissection     kits     clean 
 and     organized     and     to     treat     the     tools     and     the     animal     specimens     with     care     and     respect  . 

 Grading 
 20%  Attendance 
 30%  Participation,     dissection     lab,     care     and     respect     for     tools     and     specimens 
 30%  Lab     Notebook 
 20%  Weekly     homework     &     preparation     for     upcoming     class 

 Course     Outline 

 WEEK     1:     *Join     Google     Classroom     *Set     up     Lab     Notebooks     *Receive     dissection     kits 

 WEEK     2:     Owl     Pellet 

 WEEK     3:     Earthworm 

 WEEK     4:     Starfish 

 WEEK     5:     Clam 

 WEEK     6:     Grasshopper 

 WEEK     7:     Crayfish 

 WEEK     8:     Perch 

 WEEK     9:     Frog 
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